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5G – The future of mobile
BY: TONY EDWARDS - COMMUNICATIONS

Talks surrounding the fifth generation (5G)
of mobile networks began before 4G was
even fully launched in the UK. In a previous
role, I worked for a mobile network and can
vividly remember having conversations with
customers and colleagues alike; speculating at
how much of an improvement 4G was going to
be over 3G.
There was a lot of hype and, while the speed
differential between 3G and 4G exists, from an
end user perspective, it wasn’t as high a jump as
perhaps we were led to believe.
5G is not only set to be faster than 4G but it will
also open a vast array of new uses, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Superfast mobile broadband
Super smart factories
Car-to-car and car-to-infrastructure
communications
5G enabled devices
Remote/distance health care for patients
Driverless cars
Holographic technology.

When is 5G launching?
EE has already begun trialling 5G in six cities
across the UK with Vodafone, Three and O2
to follow. Coverage will initially be limited to
the most highly populated areas/cities and
it is doubtful that the UK will see widespread
coverage until 2022 or later.
Will new devices be required?
Yes, at present there are few 5G capable
devices available in the UK. Samsung and
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OnePlus are already selling their devices; while
manufacturers like Sony and Apple have not yet
announced any. Apple are, however, rumoured
to be in talks with Intel to buy part of their
struggling modem business.

What will the benefits of 5G be?
Increased Speeds
5G is expected to be able to reach speeds in
excess of 1Gb/s in its infancy, with experts
expecting it to eventually reach 10Gb/s. This
is 100x faster than 4G. However, the distance
from the nearest base station and how many
people are connected to, and actively using the
network, are still caveats to real-world
user speeds.
Reduced Latency
Every generation of mobile network to date has
suffered with latency. This is the delay between
a command being issued and a response being
received. 4G latency standards are around
50ms, whereas 5G will theoretically reduce this
to as little as 1ms. If this theory is accurate, this
will help robotics and VR applications move to
the next level.
More ‘Choice’
Network slicing will enable distinct more virtual
networks to be created - a sign of the flexibility
and intelligence that 5G will bring. This will
provide end users with more choice, generate
competition and has the potential to drive
down price.

Business Improvements
5G will enable workers to work remotely
with greater ease, to operate machinery
from afar and to be ‘present’ without being
physically present. These improvements will
be achievable through 4K, Augmented and
Virtual Reality applications and real-time
holographic communications. This freedom for
workers should free up more time and increase
productivity as less travel will be required.
5G may also improve connectivity within rural
areas, which could open up more opportunity for
businesses in these areas.
Is 5G the future?
5G will enable users to download a movie in
seconds, or to stream a 4K movie without
buffering. We are also likely to see a big leap
forward in Virtual and Augmented Reality
applications, as 5G’s low latency and high
capacity will enable advanced processing to be
handled remotely rather than on mobile devices.
That greater capacity will also lead to an
explosion in IoT (Internet of Things) devices,
with everything from fridges and lights, to cars
and advertising hoardings connecting to one
another. IoT applications are starting to take off,
but with the speed and capacity delivered by
5G, we might someday see almost every device
become ‘smart’ and connected.
5G will also be essential for other ‘critical’
scenarios such as remote surgery, with doctors
controlling medical robots from across the
world. The ability to monitor and control robots,

drones, and even whole factories remotely, and
in real-time, will prove transformative in the
world of industry too.
In truth, we still don’t know what 5G will deliver.
Because it is set to be such a revolutionary
technology, it is likely to be used to create
services and applications that are yet to
be imagined.
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Top tips to consider when reviewing your
logistics costs
BY: DAVID KENDALL - LOGISTICS

Outside of products, materials and people,
carriage and logistics are often the highest
cost areas on a client P&L account. Very often,
savings are available, and indeed they can
be sizeable, but the key is to ensure that they
do not come at the price of poor service and
damage to brand reputation.
KPI’s are important indicators that clients can
assess when considering a carrier, albeit also
be aware that, like any large business, there are
good hubs and franchisees, and bad hubs and
franchisees. With this is mind, don’t put all of
your eggs in the KPI basket as, often, there is no
substitute for running some pilot shipments and
assessing customer feedback.
Things to consider when approaching a review
of your carriage and logistics costs:
What are your competitors paying? We will be
working with businesses or competitors in your
sector. We can’t disclose what they are paying
for carriage and logistics, but the knowledge
we have makes it a lot easier to benchmark and
evaluate client costs.
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What are the equilibrium points in terms of
optimum rates and volumes? i.e. where do rates
bottom out? What is the absolute lowest that a
carrier will ever charge, regardless of volumes?
Have you got a contingency supplier in place
for all carriage streams and how quickly could
you bring them into play if necessary? For
example, the collapse of Citylink was largely
unexpected and saw many businesses have no
means of shipping their products over the peak
Christmas period.
Does your carrier have alternative charging
mechanisms or tariff structures that could suit
your profile better? Do you even know what
your profile is today? From experience,
it can change season to season, and the key
to optimising cost efficiencies is to ensure your
profile is always appropriate to the
pricing structure.
Are you hedging your pricing and using long
term rates cards (i.e. fixed for a year) to
mitigate inflationary cost increases?
Are you using a combination of rate cards
and spot markets?

For something like sea shipping costs this
approach is often the most efficient, albeit
involving a little more effort than running a set
rate card.
In our experience, it is impossible to conduct a
fully effective review of carriage and logistics
costs unless you approach the process from a
fully independent perspective, looking at every
opportunity in the markets.
Too often we see the following elements
muddy the water for our client’s procurement
processes, and they lose money or fail to obtain
the best services as a result:
Logistics or Procurement Managers who
have their favourite suppliers. These personal
viewpoints should not be allowed to impact
decision making. We urge clients to look at what
the markets are doing, what competitors are
doing, and survey every viable opportunity.
Working specifically with incumbents.
The large carriage and logistics suppliers
employ slick and extensive business
development teams to win or retain clients,
often commission-based. Don’t allow these
guys to stop you surveying the full market!

Second tier consolidators or brokers that only
work with a small selection of carriers.
Again there are hidden commissions etc. in here
so the organisations (whilst sometimes very
competent) are far from independent.
Savings can only be obtained by migrating
carrier. This is rubbish. We regularly build
business cases to evidence that the existing
carrier is overcharging and obtain significant
savings with zero disruption to client activities.
Migrating carriers is high risk or an intensive
process. This too, is rubbish. Migration needs to
be managed carefully via strategic pilots and a
phased migration plan by product line or region.
In just two weeks a new carrier will be able to
integrate their systems with yours and upskill
your staff as necessary
Failure to review carriage and logistics costs
on an annual basis. The carriage markets are
volatile and rates can sometimes be capacity
driven. We would recommend annual sense
checks on procurement processes.
Clients who don’t believe that they have a
“significant enough spend” to warrant the work
involved in reviewing these costs. Firstly, you
don’t need to review them as Auditel will do it
for you. Secondly, remember that technically
every pound you save here goes straight onto
the bottom line. It’s all direct net profit.
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How to deal with tricky tail spend
BY: ADAM THOMAS

‘Tail spend’ describes a company’s low value
spend that is made up of lots of purchases
from many different suppliers, that are not
under contract. Cumulatively this tail spend
typically represents, a not insignificant, 20%
of the total spend with suppliers and, more
importantly, 80% of the total number of
individual suppliers used.
Usually the tail spend is the last to be reviewed
by procurement and finance teams, as the
bigger impact wins are delivered from the larger
spends with significantly fewer suppliers to
negotiate with. The larger spend is controlled
by negotiated contracts, where the value
and terms are clearly defined, managed and
regularly reviewed. These deals are based on
many criteria, including the cost and quality
of goods or services received, to ensure the
company receives the ‘best value’ from the
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relevant supplier. In addition, there will be ongoing due diligence carried out on the suitability
of the supplier e.g. CSR credentials and valid
insurances. Both the company and the supplier
work in partnership to ensure that the contract
terms are adhered to, and opportunities to
deliver further efficiencies, e.g. reducing waste
and consumption, are delivered upon. The
company also benefits from consolidated
invoices and payment terms and the further
efficiencies that this delivers for the finance
team, as there are fewer invoices to process and
fewer supplier relationships to manage.
In contrast, the tail spend is made up of many
smaller – and lower value – purchases, that
are not typically deemed business critical.
Therefore, they are not controlled by negotiated
contracts. These purchases are made by
a variety of employees, in different roles

throughout the business, who have limited or
no experience of negotiating best value from
suppliers. The ad-hoc and often last-minute
nature of many of these purchases also means
that there is a greater risk of overpaying and,
possibly, even fraud. In addition, for every new
supplier, there will be the associated costs of
invoice processing, from setting up a PO to
paying the supplier.
The aim is to have better control and visibility of
the tail spend so that efficiencies and additional
cost savings can be delivered. There will always
be a need for low spend. Putting in place a
simple, documented purchasing procedure
will help deliver these benefits along with a
transparent audit trail which, equally importantly,
can be shared by other employees so that work
is not unnecessarily duplicated.

Working with existing suppliers to expand the
categories purchased from them will strengthen
the existing relationship and may lead to better
overall pricing. Often nowadays, suppliers
will offer far more goods and services than
customers may initially be aware of, e.g. in the
IT and office supplies spaces.
There are many software solutions that exist
now to support companies’ finance and
procurement teams, e.g. Procure to Pay. With
the advent of cloud computing these have
become far more cost effective for SMEs. These
systems help to drive visibility of purchases,
compliance and increase efficiency. They can
also drive down the number of suppliers used
and, therefore, deliver further efficiencies.
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AUDITEL CASE STUDY

Long-term partnership brings
strategic gains for intelligence
giant Mintel

Mintel is the world’s leading market intelligence
agency, with offices in 15 countries across
the globe. Founded in 1972, Mintel offers its
clients a unique perspective on the consumer
landscape and a clear roadmap with which to
navigate it.
After meeting with Auditel consultant, Rob
Andrew, in 2013, Mintel Chairman, John
Weeks, immediately recognised the value that
an independent third party could bring to the
business. He introduced Rob to Group Finance
Director, Richard Carr, to start work on an initial
project: mobile phones.
Rob conducted a review of existing contracts
to ascertain Mintel’s current position. Then, a
new, bespoke tender was taken out to the open
market. At this stage, Auditel consultants use
their significant experience to leverage best-fit
solutions for their clients. Rob presented his
findings and recommendations to Richard,
enabling him to make an informed decision, with
confidence. Mintel were delighted with a saving
of 41% and have utilised Rob’s expertise on
three subsequent renewals.
“Whilst initially sceptical about the value Auditel
could bring, the IT team are now huge advocates
of Rob and his team as they’ve saved both time
and money. It was clear that Rob’s knowledge
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and discipline were needed, even on our latest
renewal – on which he successfully negotiated
another 29% saving,” said Richard.
Driving best value
After the success of the initial project, Rob
and Richard identified further areas for review.
Having always owned their own vehicles,
renewal of the company’s aging fleet became
the next priority. Rob’s task was to identify
suitable dealers, specifically, those prepared
to operate on a purchase, not lease, basis. He
successfully achieved an additional 9% saving
per vehicle, above what any dealer was prepared
to offer Mintel directly. The company’s fleet of
18 vehicles was progressively renewed over a
strategic timeframe, ensuring maximum cost
saving and value per purchase.
Trusted to support expansion
As its UK staff grew, Mintel expanded and, in
2015, the 18,000sqft ‘Mintel House’ became the
company’s second London office. Rob secured
best value, reliable suppliers for electricity,
cleaning, security and waste disposal in a
closely managed, multi-discipline project. By
liaising with the architect and site contractors,
he ensured each service commenced on
the same date, with no disruption. Another
particular benefit for Mintel involved four
additional printers required in the new building.

“Any company would benefit from Auditel’s services. Frankly,
I see no reason why you wouldn’t engage them – it’s a no-brainer.”
- John Weeks, Chairman

After carefully reviewing an existing quotation,
Rob identified several clauses that would
prove detrimental to the company – effectively
locking them into the contract. Thanks to his
understanding of the market, Rob advised Mintel
that their best option was in fact to end the
current lease agreement and pay termination
fees. By doing so, he was able to negotiate with
the incumbent supplier for the replacement of
all six existing devices plus the supply of four
new devices – all for little more than their initial
quotation for four.
“Thanks to Rob’s understanding of the
complexities, we took steps we’d never consider
doing ourselves – like paying a termination
fee – which actually resulted in savings and an
upgraded fleet,” said Richard.
No job too complex for Auditel
When the three oil-fired boilers in Mintel’s
headquarters began to fail in 2016, Richard
turned to Auditel for support. For this particular
project, which included the installation of a new
gas supply, Rob brought in Auditel consultant,
Tim Halfhead, who works closely with a
Chartered Surveyor. Together, the team captured
the building layout and specifications along
with correct heating requirements in order to
replace the obsolete oil-fired boilers with gas.
After a formal tender process, the installation

of the new supply, along with three new units
by the successful bidder, was overseen by Rob
and Tim. Timed carefully, the installation took
place over the summer, bringing heating to the
building in time for the first cold snap of the
winter.
A long-term strategic partnership
“Whilst we could have organised some of the
projects ourselves, it would have taken us far
longer and we wouldn’t have achieved the
same efficiencies and savings. Auditel continue
to provide valuable insight and bring in skills
that we don’t have in house. Our relationship
will continue for the foreseeable future,”
said Richard.
Having provided ESOS compliance and
report services in 2015, Auditel are currently
conducting the second iteration of the
compliance process. Rob introduced fellow
Auditel consultant and ESOS Lead Assessor,
Nigel Collins, who produced the initial draft
report prior to submission, well ahead of
the December 2019 deadline. Rob is also
working closely with the IT team to review and
implement a new phone system and leased line
connectivity, across each of the Mintel locations
around the world.
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Spoilt for choice when reviewing your finances?
BY: JOHN WARDLE - FINANCE

The apparently fantastic variety of funding
options available to SMEs would appear vast
but knowing how to navigate the marketing
material and understand what you may be
getting into is another matter entirely.
Before the internet and the death spiral of
relationship bank managers, life was relatively
straightforward. You had a relationship with
your bank manager who got to know you and
your business. They generally had local lending
discretions and therefore the bank would be
able to say yes or no relatively quickly and if it
was a no, they could signpost you to someone
who could help.
Of course, a lot of lending requests that banks
receive are really ‘equity risk’ rather than
traditional bank lending opportunities and SMEs
struggle to understand this. Many times we
hear ‘my bank won’t support me and I have a
profitable business!’.

entirely understandable willingness to go with
the first lender who expresses an interest
whatever the terms.
Auditel has recognised this problem and can
assist clients with these issues such as those
described above.

BY: EDDIE FINCH - COMPLIANCE

The best people to help clients get the best
funding package are ex-bankers who have spent
their careers in banking and understand if the
customer’s business is supportable and if not,
what is the best route to take in order that the
customer can meet their strategic aims. Auditel
will perform the role of the old-fashioned bank
manager which every SME wishes they had and
help you navigate the maze.

The reality is that in many cases, the customer
is asking the bank to take equity risk on a bank
facility. That is why the ‘unsecured’ business
loan providers who are appearing to be very free
with their money ALWAYS take a full Personal
Guarantee from the directors and have no
hesitation in enforcing it if your business fails.
Are they really lending to the business at all?

Aside from ‘core’ bank lending, Auditel also
helps its clients to sense check their current
deals on a range of other finance costs, two
such examples being invoice finance and
foreign exchange. Heavily bank-dominated
marketplaces have traditionally meant that
clients are more resistant to benchmarking their
deal, either through fear of bank recrimination,
or simply that banks are a ‘safe and secure’
place to be. Our experience has been that,
in these two markets, there are excellent
alternative providers offering improved service
along with significant savings.

So, the SMEs have an unwelcome cocktail of:
no bank manager, lack of knowledge about
where to go within the bank for help, no idea
about what to do if the bank says no and an

SMEs have never had it so good in terms of
the liquidity in the market and the number of
providers out there – the issue is where do
you start?
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Struggling to prove your GDPR compliance?
ISO 27001:2013 can set you apart from the rest
There is currently no certification body for
the GDPR. Although you may be able to
demonstrate that you have implemented the
policies and procedures required by the GDPR
and the DPA of 2018, the implementation of
an effective Information Security Management
System (ISMS) provides reassurance to
customers, clients and suppliers alike.
ISO 27001 is a framework of policies and
procedures that includes all of the legal,
physical and technical controls used in a
company’s information risk management
processes. It is one of the family of standards
providing world-class specifications for
products, services and systems to ensure
quality, safety and efficiency.

Whilst cyberattacks resulting in data breaches
dominate the headlines, the truth is that the
majority of data breaches occur due to
human error:
•
•
•
•

A dropped memory stick
Sending something to the wrong e-mail
address
Adding data to the wrong Dropbox folder
Not taking care of paper files whilst out of
the office.

In addition to this, over the last few years
cyberattacks have increased in complexity
and frequency, exposing millions of people
and businesses to security breaches, theft
and fraud.

ISO is the International Organisation for
Standardisation and UKAS is the sole national
accreditation body for the United Kingdom.

In the digital age in which we live, the associated
reputational damage arising from a data breach
can be fatal to any business.

The way we use data has changed significantly
over the last 20 years, specifically in relation to
the way data is acquired and dealt with.

Do you look after or process client data? Are
you an IT or telecoms company or part of the
healthcare or financial industries? What makes
you stand out from your competitors and makes
your clients choose you?
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What’s hot in the world of Cybersecurity?
BY: TONY EDWARDS - I.T.

Remaining secure in the digital world is a huge
task, but it is niche in terms of the skillset
required. There is a global shortage of highquality security specialists and most SME
organisations don’t have the resource to have
an in-house Cybersecurity presence.
A survey conducted by the National Association
of Corporate Directors found that almost 42% of
500 IT leaders have listed Cybersecurity threats
as one of the top 3 most pressing concerns they
face within their businesses.
With the technology space being so dynamic
and constantly evolving, it can be hard to cut
through the hype when it comes to trends to
watch out for. Especially as IT leaders will
be pitched to on an almost daily basis by
companies wanting to sell them their ‘leading
edge’ product or service.
There’s a few things we think you should be
looking out for:
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Credential stuffing
Every year it seems that there is a regular
drip of major hacks at large companies that
result in millions of username/password
combinations being compromised. The realworld consequences of these attacks are what
is known as credential stuffing. This is when
an attacker uses long lists of stolen login
credentials in large-scale automated attempts
to log in to various websites.
The attackers rely on the fact that a large
percentage of people will use the same
username and password across multiple sites.
Thanks to the automated nature of the attack,
even if only a small percentage of the stolen
login credentials are a positive match, it can
still be worthwhile for the attackers.
Internet of Things (IoT)
Internet of Things is an umbrella term that
covers a disparate host of gadgets smaller
and simpler than a computer, connected to a
wireless network, and deployed for specific

purposes. IoT device types range from
industrial sensors to smart home thermostats
all designed to deliver on the promise that the
internet can go beyond something we only see
on screen and can truly interact with the “real
world”.
IoT devices are often non-standardised, lack
built-in security, are difficult to administer
remotely, and have just enough functionality
to be hacked. Security experts realise that IoT
gadgets need to be locked down — or at least
kept quarantined from the internet at large —
if the technology is to survive.
Phishing
The art of tricking users into giving up login
information certainly isn’t novel at this point,
but that hasn’t stopped it from being a favourite
tool in an attacker’s bag of tricks. While we
mostly associate phishing with email, attackers
are taking advantage of a wide variety of attack
vectors to fool their victims today.

Most people do not realise how fast phishing
threats move, typically lasting minutes to just
a few hours before sites are taken down and
cybercriminals move on in order to evade
existing security controls.
Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA)
If a password is stolen, then the attacker can
gain unlimited access to private information
or functionality. To overcome this difficulty,
security systems should treat passwords as
just one of several factors needed to access
restricted data. For example, you need a
physical card and a PIN number to withdraw
cash from an ATM.
As mass hacking attacks have left passwords
less reliable, more and more companies are
turning to multifactor authentication for security.
According to Okta’s 2019 Business@Work
report, a reassuring 70 percent of companies
are using two to four factors for security —
that’s up from 65 percent the previous year.
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Energy industry news

What is ‘Right to Work’?

BY: CHRIS BARRETT - ENERGY

BY: EDDIE FINCH - COMPLIANCE

In general, energy is proving a difficult
market to operate in. The big players are
haemorrhaging customers, blaming the price
cap, whilst smaller players continue to look
vulnerable to non-payment of Renewable
Obligation levies and the Smart metering
programme looks doomed to missing the
deadlines.
Despite an apparent slowdown in renewable
generation investment, new records for UK
based generation continue to be set.
Hints & tips
The challenging market is driving suppliers
to apply their price change clauses more
vigorously, therefore, it is important to set
customer expectations around this.
If they opt for a cheaper price, that does not
guarantee that subsequent increases to nonenergy costs may not be passed through. To be
on the safe side, make sure you check what is
included in charges and if you are unsure, ask
the supplier to confirm.

Market changes to be aware of
The costs of the power infrastructure are up for
review – the Targeted Charge Review (TCR). The
Government is looking to change the method of
charging, moving away from a p/kWh approach
to a fixed fee approach. Though in theory the
change will be cost neutral, this will mean some
customers are better off and some not. This
could also impact longer term contracts i.e.
beyond April 2021, particularly those that are
not on a fully fixed product.
Helpful advice
Smart metering remains a challenge for the
industry and, despite my reservations about the
programme in general, there are benefits for
smaller customers in terms of future
meter reading accuracy - giving customers
more information to work with and helping
them reduce usage. Therefore, there is merit
in liaising with a customer’s suppliers and
facilitating the smart metering implementation.

Right to Work can mean different things to
different people. In the USA, some states have
regulations stating people have a ‘right to work’
without being forced to join a union, whereas
humanitarian organisations subscribe to the
concept that people have a human right to work
- or engage in productive employment and should not be prevented from doing so.
In the UK, it is all about immigration compliance
and is sometimes also labelled ‘preventing
illegal working.’ This article uses the UK Home
Office term of ‘right to work’ but the alternative
of ‘preventing illegal working’ gives a good
indication of what is required.
From January 1997, employers have been
required to make checks on immigration status
to check for illegal workers. Initially employers
were required to be able to demonstrate a
statutory defence, but following new legislation
implemented in 2008, employers are now
required to demonstrate they have a statutory
excuse for all employees.
The statutory excuse means employers need
to check the identity and immigration status of
prospective staff members before employment
starts. This requires checking an approved
document from the Home Office’s list of
acceptable documents. The employer needs to
make basic, but appropriate checks to ensure
the document belongs to the person presenting
it; check the document is valid proof of right to
work and that it is genuine and has not been
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tampered with. Most importantly the employer
needs to retain a copy of the document checked
and be able to demonstrate they have followed
the necessary steps. An audit trail is important,
so signing and dating copies also helps. This is
where Auditel can help.
If an employer is satisfied with the documents,
then it is likely the statutory excuse is in
place; but what if a candidate cannot produce
the required documents, or what if there are
some doubts? The Home Office advise that
employment should not be offered at this stage.
It may be that the candidate has to apply for
and provide some new documents or that the
employer needs to research their options. Either
way it would be a mistake to employ someone
without the necessary paperwork being in
place. This is because of the potential for a Civil
Penalty, or worse.
Employers who get this wrong could be subject
to an illegal working penalty of up to £20,000
per illegal worker; and if the Home Office can
demonstrate that the employer “had reasonable
cause to believe” that the employee is an
illegal worker, the ultimate penalty can be a
prison sentence.
In summary, the right to work in the UK can be
defined as the process and record needed to
ensure the statutory excuse is in place. The
process requires following a few simple steps
in order to create the relevant record. Doing this
will protect employers from the Civil Penalty.
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Procurement expertise when you need it.
Auditel was established to help organisations
make effective and informed procurement
decisions within a rapidly evolving market.
Today we are a strong network of over 100
procurement specialists and are continually
innovating our service as a leading procurement
and supply chain management consultancy.
Auditel’s procurement specialists work
alongside your existing Finance, Operational and
Procurement teams, providing the external help
your organisation requires, delivering business
transformation and a competitive advantage.
This is due to our vast expertise and detailed
knowledge of suppliers, and which of them can
deliver innovation and services at the most
competitive prices.
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